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Welcome to Prodata Key Troubleshooting Guide 
 

Introduction 
 
Thank you for referencing the ProdataKey Troubleshooting Guide. 
 
We believe that proper troubleshooting ads value, increases profit margins and brings return business.  
 
This guide will help you with simple and effective troubleshooting steps to quickly find, eliminate and avoid problems. This 
guide can be very useful for first time installers or new employees. 
 
Get Specifics 
 
Most problem situation are smaller than they seem to be.  When customers call in they may say, “They entire system is 
down!”, “Nothing is working!” and “Nobody can access any doors!”, when in reality only “One door was down”, “One card 
wasn’t working”, and “One employees couldn’t access a door”.  
 
With proper troubleshooting techniques, you can quickly calm the situation, find the specific problems and fix them 
quickly. 
 
The more specific information you can get the quicker you can find the real issues. 
 

1. What day and time did this happen? 
2. Who specifically is having a problem?  
3. What card numbers are affected? 
4. What doors and controllers are not working? 
5. What changed between when the system was working and started having issues? 

a. Construction? 
b. Power outage? 

6. Is the problem random or a consistent? 
 

Check Power 
 
With access control, everything relies on proper power from the Access Panel, down to each latch.  Often times a 
malfunctioning system can be a result of now power, wrong voltage and dirty power.  Each initial installation should be 
well thought out with proper power calculations and batter backup, while understanding that battery backup and power 
supplies are prone to failure over time. 
 
Checking for proper power is quick and easy and can eliminate many issues. 
 

1. Are the LED indicators on? 
a. Access Panel? 
b. Controllers? 
c. Power Supply’s?  
d. Readers? 

2. Check for proper voltage at the power supply and the end device. 
3. Make sure battery backup is in place. 
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Check  Wiring and Jumpers 
 
Verify all wirers are properly connected to the correct input/output of the controller. Do a “pull test” by tugging lightly on 
each wire to make sure it is seated correctly.  
 
Verify all jumpers are in the correct position. Each relay has its own jumper to allow the relay to control (+) or (-) voltage 
that is input into the controller. The correct voltage needs to be switched through the relay depending on how you have 
your devices wired. The (O) – Output on the controller can be configured as (NC) or (NO) with the supplied jumper. 
 
Check the Access Panel 
 
Using the ProdataKey system with our advanced Access Panel provides a powerful and accessible network based solution, 
with remote access, automated backups and unlimited data, but if configured and maintained incorrectly can be the 
cause of access issues.   
 
There are several easy ways to maintain the stability and health of each Access panel.  Many of these ways are built into 
the system on an automated schedule but some maintenance and care is required. 
 
There are a few simple processes that need to be intact for the system to function properly. 
 

1. Is the Panel properly logged into the OS? 
2. Are saserver.exe and saweb.exe running? 
3. Does the software show any error? If so, check the error.txt folder and send it to support@prodatakey.com. 
4. Reboot the Panel as a last resort while notifying support. (See instruction on how to reboot below) 

 

Test Other Commands 
 
Trying different commands can provide very helpful information while troubleshooting a problematic system. This may 
help you narrow down the specific issue.  With the network based Access Control Panel, there are several methods of 
gaining access to the door. 
 
Test various methods of access to eliminate what works and what doesn’t. 
 

1. Try different cards. 
2. Try web commands. 
3. Send open and close commands directly from the IO and Door Setup. 

 
Note: See “Test Communication” for wireless communication testing. 
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Test Communication 
 
Stable communication is critical in any access control system whether it is hardwired, networked or wireless.  Testing 
each method of communication can help you quickly discover if the problem is communication based. 
 

1. Access panel: 
a. Check for Internet connectivity. 
b. Check for proper com port in device manager. 

2. Pro Wireless chip: 
a. Perform wireless discovery. 
b. Run a range test. Check for consistent results. IE :Retries:0 Stat:Success Discov:0. 
c. Read signal strength. 

 
Note: ”Retries” above 0 notes the Panel had to retry the Pro Wireless module, the number of times shown. 
“Discov” above 0 notes there may be a back log in communication and may add latency. Signals between 40 – 90 
are acceptable, 40 – 79 is optimal. 

3. Ethernet com chip: 
a. Verify the network has power and is configured properly. 
b. Run a continuous ping test and check for lost packets. 
c. Verify correct IP addresses are being used. 

 
Note: Working with onsite system Administrators (IT Department) is vital when using network based Com 
Modules.     

 
4. USB com chip: 

a. Check for the correct com port in device manager 
b. If no connectivity check USB cable first 

 
Restart and Power Cycle 
 
If all else fails, often times a simple power cycle can fix major issues. Make sure to spend a little time with other 
troubleshooting efforts to collect helpful information before a system restart. It may be difficult to reproduce the issue or 
find the problem after restarting or power cycling.  It can be helpful to take pictures or screen shots of the current 
problem before restarting. 
 
For best results, first: 
 

1. Restart all software. 
2. Reboot the panel: 

a. Perform a system Reboot logged into the Panel remotely or on a local monitor. 
b. Press the power button once and wait for the Panel to power off. Press the power button again to boot 

the system.   
c. If the Panel seems to be unresponsive to pressing the power button, press and hold until the from LED 

turns off.  Release the button and press again to boot the Panel. 
d. If the Panel continues to be unresponsive, press and hold the power button until the front LED turn off, 

disconnect the positive lead from the battery, unplug the transformer and press the power button several 
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times to drain all power from the circuitry.  Now reconnect all power equipment. Wait to see if the Panel 
automatically boots up, if it doesn’t, press the power button. 

3. Power cycle all equipment: 
a. Door controllers. 
b. Repeaters. 
c. Door hardware (If powered separately). 

 
Test Door Hardware 
 
Any failed point in the system can make the entire system look unstable.  Access control equipment is made to be robust 
and take abuse but it does fail over time. Simply fixing or replacing a bad part at the door could be the solution.   
 
Checking the door hardware can be simple and avoid pointless troubleshooting efforts in different areas. 
 

1. Connect door hardware directly to a controller to eliminate faulty wiring. 
2. Check proper continuity from the controller to each end device. 
3. Use a volt meter to test power on all door hardware. 
4. Swap malfunctioning equipment with functioning equipment . 
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